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Abstract 

Functions or activities that occur on a historic site did by a community will affect the formation 

of its physical environment. This research observes the ritual and market activities did by the 

community in the historic site of Kampung Luar Batang, North Jakarta, and sees its influence on 

the formation of its physical environment. The purpose of this research is to explore the meaning 

of ritual and market in historic site of Kampung Luar Batang, by relating the function or activity 

of ritual and market with the formation of its physical environment. The research method used is 

descriptive qualitative interpretative method. The observed function or activity is a pilgrimage 

ritual activity in the historic mosque building and market activity around the mosque. The form 

of physical environment observed is the spaces used as places of pilgrimage and market. The 

conclusion of this research is the function or activity of pilgrimage ritual and market did by the 

community of Kampung Luar Batang, North Jakarta, has a meaning of survival strategy in the 

modern city environment of Jakarta. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Function, form, and meaning are important elements of architecture. In the period of modern 

architecture, the so-called function was the activities performed by man in a three-dimensional 

space [1, 2]. Container in the form of three-dimensional space that accommodated the activities 

was called the form. The meaning has three levels, ie levels of functional meaning, symbolic 

meaning or conceptual meaning, and existential or ontological meaning [3]. In this study, what is 

meant by the function is all the activities undertaken by the community of Kampung Luar 

Batang, North Jakarta, and what is meant by the form is the spaces that accommodate all these 

activities. The meaning can be understood from the result of the relation between function and 

form. 
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The historic site of Kampung Luar Batang, North Jakarta, can not be seen as the same as the 

other kampung sites in Jakarta because there is historical values contained in it. Similarly, 

activities that occur in the site. The existence of the sacred tomb of Habib Husein and its site that 

was originally part of the old city of Batavia, known from the 18th century to the present. [Fig. 

1].  

  

Kampung Luar Batang is part of the territory of Kelurahan Penjaringan, Kecamatan Penjaringan, 

North Jakarta. Kampung Luar Batang has an area of approximately 131,500 m2, and adjacent to 

the old Fish Market area (now known as Kampung Akuarium) which has an area of about 34,505 

m2. Administratively, Kampung Luar Batang consists of 36 RT and 3 RW. [Fig. 2]. In Kampung 

Luar Batang there is a historic mosque and the sacred tomb of Habib Husain bin Abu Bakar 

Alaydrus. This mosque is one of the historic old mosques, whose existence coincided with the 

birth of the city of Batavia or Jakarta. The uniqueness of the mosque that is located just at the 

mouth of the port of Sunda Kelapa, an important port in the past. The mosque is visited by many 

visitors not only from various regions in Indonesia, but also from Malaysia, Singapore and 

Brunei Darussalam.   

 

The origin of Kampung Luar Batang's name has two versions. The first version relates to the 

ship's inland area during the Dutch East Indies. The second version deals with traditional stories 

about Habib Hussein's burial process. 

 

 
Figure 1: Location of Kampung Luar Batang 
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Figure 2: Map of Kampung Luar Batang Area 

 
In the seventeenth century, after the Dutch East Indies founded the VOC, Kampung Luar Batang 

became temporary shelter for Nusantara sailors who would enter the Port of Sunda Kelapa. At 

the time, Dutch East Indies prohibited strictly the ships of Nusantara sailors through the port of 

Sunda Kelapa at night. Dutch East Indies did strictly supervision on all ships and cargo. They all 

had to pass the check point. While waiting to permit unloading at the port, sailors built temporary 

residences in the form of huts. Gradually, the settlement was known as Kampung Luar Batang, 

which meant a village outside check point [4, 5].  

 

Another version of the origin of Kampung Luar Batang name came from the local myth about 

Habib Husein bin Abubakar Al-Aydrus who came to Batavia in 1736. Habib Husein died on 

June 27, 1756. His corpse was carried in a ‘kurung batang’ (brackets) and then stretched to a 

graveyard at Tanah Abang as usual. But when the corpse arrived at the cemetery, the body no 

longer existed and was already back to his home. This happens repeatedly. It was agreed that the 

corpse was buried in his house. It is therefore called 'Luar Batang'. 

 

Since the VOC time, Dutch East Indies government often employed migrant labor to build the 

harbour and Batavia castle. Workers for those locations were transported from different places 

and were settled in Kampung Luar Batang. In the past, settlement of Kampung Luar Batang was 

segregated by ethnicities, resulting in the presence of Arabian cluster, Javanese cluster, and 

Bugis cluster. In 1631, there was a fish market in Kampung Luar Batang. The market was a 

floating market on the water at the river mouth, but due to the expansion of the Batavia castle in 

1636, the market was relocated to the west side of the river. [6, 7].  

 

Kampung Luar Batang is a village that has historical value and is part of the old city of Jakarta. 

Kampung Luar Batang is protected by law to be preserved and gained conservation rights. The 
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interesting thing is the site of Kampung Luar Batang currently lacks public space, so that the 

open space around the tomb and mosque is used for parking, social activity, and even the market.  

 

This is the background of the need for research on the influence of the function or activity of 

Kampung Luar Batang community, North Jakarta, to form of the physical environment. Based on 

this background, this study aims to: [1] identify and know the functions or activities undertaken 

by the Kampung Luar Batang community; and [2] understand the meaning of ritual and market 

in the historic site of Kampung Luar batang through in-depth observation about the effect of 

function or activity of ritual and market activity on the form of its physical environment. 

 

2. Materials and Methods  

 
Kampung Luar Batang is a historic village centered on the mosque and sacred tomb of Habib 

Husein. This mosque and sacred tomb is often visited by pilgrims from various regions in 

Indonesia and even neighboring countries such as Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam and Singapore. 

The existence of mosque and sacred tomb is a major attraction visited by pilgrims and tourists. 

 

The development of a region starts from a point that is considered important for the community 

such as mosques, sacred tombs, and markets. Kampung Luar Batang is growing based on the 

mosque built by Habib Hussein. The existence of the mosque became one of the attractions for 

Muslim sailors and traders who stop in Kampung Luar Batang and worship, and some even 

become santri and settled in Kampung Luar Batang. Since the early 1990s, this village began to 

be visited by immigrants from Central Java and East Java. As a village, Kampung Luar Batang 

meets the social and psychological needs of migrants generally from the region to accommodate 

the need for cheap and affordable homes. With the presence of these migrants, this village has 

attracted small and medium scale investors. This investor bought the land from the indigenous 

people of Kampung Luar Batang (especially the Betawi tribe) so that now the majority of 

Kampung Luar Batang population is from Java and a bit of the native population. [8]. 

 

Masjid Luar Batang consists of three parts, namely porch, main hall, and tomb. At the front of 

the mosque there is a court. To the west of the courtyard is a porch. To the west of the porch is 

the main room. To the south of the porch there is a tomb (cupola inside the enclosed room). For 

pilgrims, the porch is functioned for praying of women, before and after they make a pilgrimage 

to the grave of Habib Hussein, and the main room is functioned for praying of men. 

 

The main function of Kampung Luar Batang Mosque is for the prayer. Additional functions that 

can be observed are functions related to ritual of pilgrimage activities. Open space and street 

adjacent to the mosque complex, became a function of the market. 

 

In this research, to understand of function, form, and meaning of ritual and market in historic site 

of Kampung Luar batang, used approach of function-form-meaning relation in architecture. 

 

Relation of function-form-meaning is one of the important themes in the study of architecture. 

Beginning by Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (circa 1st century BC), which stated that all buildings had 

to be built with reference to: durability (firmitas), convenience (utility), and beauty (venustas). 

Firmity can be defined as strength, utility as function, and venustas as aesthetics. Trium 
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Vitruvius was later tested by David Smith Capon. Capon concluded that there were six 

categories in the principles of architecture, grouped into primary and secondary categories: 

function, form, meaning, as primary categories, and context, construction, spirit, as secondary 

categories. [9]. 

 

Purnama Salura and Bachtiar Fauzy developed the concept of function-form-meaning rotation. 

Each architectural design product should prioritize the elements of the function-form-meaning. 

The three elements form a triangular build, which is always in a state of change (spinning). In 

this concept shows that the architecture always changes. [10]. In this study, analysis and 

interpretation is done on the relations that occur in function, form, and meaning [Fig. 3]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Relation of Function-Form-Meaning in Architecture 

 

This research uses descriptive qualitative interpretative method. This method is applied to 

explore the meaning of ritual and market in the historic site of Kampung Luar batang through the 

following steps, which is built into a research framework [Fig. 4]: 

 
1) Recording of ritual functions of tomb pilgrimage and market.  

2) Recording forms of spaces as containers of functions or activities of pilgrimage rituals 

and market. 

3) Description of the results of recording of ritual functions of tomb pilgrimage and market. 

4) Description of the results of recording of forms as containers of functions or activities of 

pilgrimage rituals and market. 

5) Analysis of the ritual functions of pilgrimage and the market to know and understand 

whether there is influence through careful observation of its relation to its physical 

environment. 

6) Analysis of forms to know and understand whether there is influence through careful 

observation of its relation to the functions of the pilgrimage rituals and market. 

7) Interpretation of steps number 5 and 6, to understand the meaning of rituals and markets 

in the historic site of Kampung Luar Batang. 
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Figure 4: Diagram of the research framework 

 

3. Results and Discussions  

 

Pilgrimage activity to Habib Hussein's grave located next to the mosque's porch, each day 

involves a number of pilgrims ranging from 100 to 500 people. In general, pilgrims come from 

areas of Jadebotabek, Banten, and West Java. Pilgrimage activity on every Friday night has 

increased the number of pilgrims compared with ordinary days, which amounts to about 1000 - 

3000 people. This pilgrimage activity started busy after praying of Ashar and reached its peak 

after praying of Isya. 

 

In the commemoration of Habib Husein (haul:anniversary), visitors were about totaling 25,000 - 

30,000 people. In general, people who come to bring with their family, and those who are 

members of the majelis taklim. Visitors not only meet the mosque complex (main hall, porch and 

courtyard) but also parking area and road segments especially close to the mosque. 

 

Activity of Habib Husein haul commemoration started at 08:00 until praying of Dhuhur time. In 

the morning until about 10:00, in secretariat room of the mosque held terbangan and reading 

shalawat and history Habib Husein by a group of students (santri). This activity is conducted to 

accompany the guests of honor, such as the habib, kyiai, community leaders, and government 

leaders, who came and went straight into secretariat room. Visitors more and more and fill the 

entire room of mosque, courtyard, and road segments around the mosque. Around 10:00, the 

activity moved to the main hall of the mosque to accompany the honored guests, who also 

moved into the main room of the mosque. Not long afterwards, some habib and kyai gave 

lectures one after another. At that time the activity of terbangan stopped. By 12:00, the activity 

of haul was over and continued with the praying of Dhuhur in congregation. When praying of 

Dhuhur time arrived, only about a quarter attend praying of Dhuhur in congregation, because the 

mosque complex is not sufficient to accommodate the entire congregation. In each haul activity, 

the pilgrims present will also visit the tomb of Habib Hussein [Fig. 5 and Fig. 6]. 

 

This pilgrimage activity is also encouraging the flourishing of other weekly activities ie market 
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or bazaar held every Friday night. Shelves were prepared from the time after the praying of 

Ashar. The bazaar is open until morning and sells all kinds of goods. Participants in the bazaar 

were street vendors from various areas in Jakarta. Based on the exploration, it was found that the 

street vendors moved from one place to another. The street vendors come from Pasar Minggu, 

Senen, Tanah Abang, and Muara Angke. Their number reached 60% of all Friday night market 

traders. The other 40% are local residents, Luar Batang village, which makes their home as a 

trading place. Each stall is charged Rp. 5,000 and the restribusi ranged from Rp. 10,000 - 25,000. 

 

Almost all the goods are on the Friday night market, besides of course the impromptu food stalls. 

Goods such as clothing, hijab, gamis, shoes, watches, women accessories, coffeeah (head cover), 

woodworking tools, rings, agate, socks, and do not miss perfume, can be found at Friday night 

markets. [Fig. 7 and Fig. 8]. 

 

 
Figure 5: Visitors crowded the parking area in front of the mosque 

 

 
Figure 5: Visitors pray at the tomb of Habib Husein 
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Figure 6: Street vendors began to prepare merchandise various types of clothing 

 

 
Figure 6: Street vendors began to prepare merchandise for various types of food and worship 

equipment 

 

Friday night market occupies the area of Jalan Luar Batang 1 and 5, as well as part of Jalan Luar 

Batang 7. Out of the neighborhood streets in Kampung Luar Batang, there are only 4 wider 

streets, including Jalan Luar Batang 2. Because it is located some distance from the mosque 

complex, Jalan Luar Batang 2 is not used for the Friday night market. Crowded atmosphere seen 

on the road that is located close to the mosque. So it can be assumed that the night market 

activity is centered around the mosque.  

 
Building elements in Kampung Luar Batang, especially which is close to the mosque, such as : 

fences, stairs and roofs located alongside the public roads, have additional functions. They are 

the place to display merchandise; drains covered with plywood are used to put the merchandise 

table; balconies between homes are used for mooring ropes to hung tents, so that the road can be 

covered. The covered road is used for buying and selling activities. [11].  
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Tomb of Habib Husein is the sacred maqom, non the sacred tomb as usual. Sacred maqom can be 

regarded as the magnet for several reasons: 1) it is located in the most strategic location 

physically and functionally; 2) according to the genealogy, Habib Husein bin Abubakar Alaydrus 

is the earliest saint of Islam in that region; 3) the sacred maqom area is a center for resident’s 

activities. Maqom refers to the level degree of somebody’s knowledge about Islam faith or 

someone who is considered as a close relative of the Prophet Muhammad. The pilgrimage is the 

central activity in the Kampung Luar Batang which has significant role in the increase of local 

economic activities. The strategic location of the Kampung to the centers of urban economic 

activities, in addition to the high intensity of pilgrimage, would in turn determine the population 

status. [12]. 

 

Ceremony of sacred ritual of Habib Husein haul held every year, which was lately more and 

showed increased activity aimed to maintain or renew order showed by safety and welfare of the 

community of Kampung Luar Batang. In this event, habib, kyai, and community leaders, 

confirmed their existence in the social and religious life of the community of Kampung Luar 

Batang. The idea of Habib Husein haul would continue to run along with the increasing role of 

them. 

 
In this regard, Swanson said that if a group had the authority, that group was able to create the 

conditions to develop the concept of spirits [13]. The group who had the authority was habib, 

kyai, and community leaders. They were the actors who had the authority for producing and 

controlling the sacred place. As architecture, an actor is someone who has the power to create 

something and keep it [14]. Control is necessary before a group can shape the meaning of a 

place, or have a specific meaning or narrative widely accepted by others. In virtually all cases of 

highly contested religious sites, power is necessary to exert control. Power is the means to 

gaining possession of a site, or at least making claims to ownership rights, and is therefore a 

necessary component of this process. In fact, the production of sacred place is largely governed 

through power relations, which encompass processes such as domination and subordination, 

appropriation and dispossession, and the practice of exclusionary politics. [15]. 

 

Ritual activity of Habib Husein haul involving tens of thousands of visitors and led by the habib, 

kyai, and community leaders, which encourage the growth of market economic activities in 

Kampung Luar Batang can be understood as the efforts of those involved to maintain their 

respective status. This means that because of them, Kampung Luar Batang can survive in the 

modern city environment of Jakarta. 

 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations  

 
Function of ritual and market in historic site of Kampung Luar Batang, which could be seen 

through descriptive of making a pilgrimage to Habib Husein maqom and market especially the 

Friday night market, has a strong relationship with the form. The form is space which 

accommodates that function. That relationship can be interpreted as a form of strategy to survive 

the Kampung Luar Batang community in the modern city of Jakarta which is so fast 

development. 
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The results of this study provide the following recommendations. The function of ritual and the 

market, and the physical form of the environment in the historic site of Kampung Luar Batang 

should be the attention of the leaders of Jakarta city administration because the people already 

feel able to survive in the rapid development of modern city of Jakarta. 
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